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This study aims to analyze aerodynamic characteristics of a counter-rotating wind turbine. For this pur-
pose, three kinds of rotor configurations which are 2-bladed single, 4-bladed single and counter-rotating
rotor were compared by using a numerical method. The numerical method used here was based on vor-
tex lattice method and was validated with measurements of the NREL phase-VI rotor. Through numerical
calculations of induction factors and power coefficients for each rotor configuration, the aerodynamic fea-
sibility of a counter-rotating wind turbine was considered.

� 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Wind is one of the clean energy sources, and its conversion to
usable energy is important to reduce fossil fuel dependency. In or-
der to obtain energy from wind, a lot of wind turbines are being
constructed. However, regions having high wind energy density
are finite. Therefore, many researches to increase energy efficiency
of wind turbines have been accomplished.

Generally, horizontal axis wind turbines (HAWT) having a sin-
gle rotor is used for conventional wind turbine systems. According
to Betz theory [1], the maximum energy conversion efficiency of
conventional wind turbines having a single rotor is about 59%. By
contrast, the maximum efficiency obtained by two rotors having
the same area is increased to 64% [2]. Based on this results, in order
to increase the energy efficiency of wind turbines, some researches
for counter-rotating wind turbines (CRWT) that have two rotors
rotating opposite direction at the same axis have been progressed.

Appa Technology Initiatives [3] has established a proto model of
6 kW CRWT in California. The rotor performance data have been
measured and numerical predictions using BEM (blade element-
momentum) method have been accomplished. Jung et al. [4] has
constructed a 30 kW CRWT system and has obtained power curve
experimentally and numerically. In addition, the effects of distance
and diameter ratio between two rotors have been considered by
using BEM method. Shen et al. [5] has used CFD code, EllipSys3D,
to predict performance of a CRWT having two Nordtank 500 kW
rotors.
ll rights reserved.
All these researches mentioned above have compared the per-
formance of a CRWT with that of single rotor having half number
of blades. However, these comparisons are unfair because each ro-
tor configuration has different solidity (the ratio of total blade area
to rotor disk area). In this study, for a fair comparison, aerodynamic
characteristics of a CRWT were compared with that of a single ro-
tor having equal solidity as well as a single rotor having half solid-
ity. Through numerical calculations of induction factors and power
coefficients for each rotor configuration, the aerodynamic feasibil-
ity of a CRWT was considered.
2. Numerical method

The numerical method used here is the free wake vortex lattice
method. If the flow around wind turbine rotor blades is considered
to be incompressible and irrotational, the continuity equation re-
duces to the Laplace’s equation in terms of the total velocity poten-
tial, U�.

Using the Green’s identity, the general solution of the above
equation is expressed by a sum of source and doublet distribution
placed on a boundary. Following the small disturbance
assumption, rotor blades could be replaced with vortex sheets.
Therefore the general solution is constructed by following form

U� ¼ 1
4p

Z
bodyþwake

cn � r 1
r

� �
dSþU1: ð1Þ

If the direct zero normal velocity condition for the solid surface
(Neumann boundary condition) applies to each sub-divided panel,
then vortex strength, c, can be computed by solving a linear matrix
equation. The force generated by a vortex sheet is determined by
the Kutta–Joukowski theorem (see more details in Ref. [6]).
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Fig. 1. Shaft torque as function of wind speed.
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The viscous drag force which is impossible to consider in poten-
tial based solver is calculated by using two-dimensional aerody-
namic coefficient table. Besides, for a free wake analysis, the
velocity induced on the wake panel is calculated and each wake
panel is convected using this velocity every time step. In addition,
to avoid a singularity of the solution, vortex core radius set to 1% of
rotor radius is used.

In order to evaluate flow field induced by a wind turbine, two
induction factors were used. First one is the wake axial induction
factor and defined as following

awake ¼ 1� Vwake

Vwind

� �
; ð2Þ

where Vwake is a wind direction component of induced velocity and
Vwind is wind speed. The wake axial induction factor show that the
wake state was completely within the windmill state [7]. Second
one is the wake angular induction factor which is defined as the ra-
tio of wake swirl velocity, xwake, to angular velocity of a rotor, X.
Thus,

a0wake ¼
xwake

X
¼ vhð Þwake

Xr
: ð3Þ

Finally, wind turbine performance is characterized by power
coefficient, as given below

CP ¼
P

1
2 qðVwindÞ2A

: ð4Þ
Fig. 2. Three kinds of rotor configurations.
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Fig. 3. Radial distributions of wake axial induction factors at TSR = 5.42, z/R = 0.3.
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Validation of numerical method

For a validation of the numerical method, shaft torque of the
NREL’s phase-VI rotor for zero-yaw condition was computed and
compared to measurements [8]. The phase-VI rotor of NREL has
two blades of 10 m diameter and its solidity is 0.061. The rotor
speed and blade pitch angle is 72 rpm and 3�, respectively.

The comparison of the shaft torque as a function of wind speed
is shown in Fig. 1. For wind speeds up to about 9 m/s predicted re-
sults agree well with measurements. At high wind speeds, how-
ever, numerical results give an over-estimation. This discrepancy
is related to stalled flow. For the wind speeds larger than 9 m/s
the flow on a rotor blade is stalled. Because the numerical method
used here is based on the potential flow it has a difficulty to predict
stalled flow. Therefore, this study is limited to the wind speed con-
dition in which flow is fully attached.

3.2. Comparison of rotor configurations

For the feasibility study of a CRWT three kinds of rotor config-
urations were compared by using the numerical method. Fig. 2 de-
scribes each rotor configuration. One is a single rotor having two
blades and its solidity is 0.061, as shown in Fig. 2a. Another is a
4-bladed single rotor, as shown in Fig. 2b. Its solidity is 0.122, twice
of the 2-bladed single rotor. The other is a counter-rotating rotor,
as shown in Fig. 2c. It has two rotors rotating opposite direction
at the same axis and has equal solidity of 4-bladed single rotor be-
cause each rotor has two blades. The ratio of distance between
front and rear rotor to rotor diameter (H/D) is 0.1 (for convenience
sake, 2S, 4S and 2 � 2C represent 2-bladed single, 4-bladed single
and counter-rotating rotor, respectively).

For the comparison the NREL’s phase-VI rotor blades were used
and both pitch angle and rotor speed were fixed for all configura-
tions. In addition, in order to consider for only attached flow con-
dition, the tip speed ratio (TSR) was restricted to be more than 4.0.
Fig. 3 shows the radial distributions of awake. All trends of rotor
configurations seem to be similar. All of awake increase gradually
from r/R = 0.25, have maximum value at r/R = 0.70�0.75 and de-
crease rapidly around r/R = 1.0. However, magnitudes of awake are
different definitely. The main difference comes from the solidity
of the rotor configurations. awake of 4S and 2 � 2C having the same
solidity is about 1.7 times larger than that of 2S having the half of
the solidity. Because larger awake generally means better perfor-
mance of wind turbine, a rotor having a high solidity has an advan-
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Fig. 4. Radial distributions of wake angular induction factors at TSR = 5.42, z/
R = 0.3.
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Fig. 5. Cp-TSR curve for each rotor configuration.
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tage of aerodynamic performance. For the same solidity, awake of
2 � 2C are little lower than 4S. The reason is that efficiency of
the rear rotor of 2 � 2C is reduced by interaction between front
and rear rotor.

Fig. 4 depicts the radial distributions of a0wake. Larger solidity
gives larger value of a0wake, except the 2 � 2C case. The reason
a0wake of 2 � 2C is nearly zero is that the swirl velocity induced by
the front rotor is offset by the rear rotor rotating opposite direc-
tion. This phenomenon is the swirl recovery. Because swirl velocity
of a wind turbine gives a disadvantage to performance, swirl recov-
ery of a CRWT could be of help to the performance of wind turbine.

Power coefficients as function of TSR are shown in Fig. 5. The
maximum CP of 2S, 4S and 2 � 2C are about 0.36, 0.50 and 0.48,
respectively. As the solidity increases, maximum CP is increased
by 30–40% of 2S and TSR corresponding to the maximum CP de-
crease from 6 to 5.4. In addition, as the solidity increases, the CP

curves become to be steep.
The reason the TSR values decrease is that awake increases, as

shown in Fig. 2. In other words, as awake increases, an effective an-
gle of attack of rotor blades decreases and then larger wind speed
is needed for the same rotating speed. Next, the reason of a steep
CP curve for higher solidity is that positive torque component in-
duced by lift increases as the number of blades increases, but
negative torque component induced by profile drag also in-
creases. In the large TSR region where the effects of lift compo-
nents diminish, therefore, CP for the rotors having higher
solidity decrease rapidly.

For the rotors having the same solidity, maximum CP of 2 � 2C
is about 5% lower than that of 4S. This decrease comes from the
interaction between front and rear rotor of 2 � 2C (Fig. 6). Though
the 2 � 2C has an aerodynamic advantage of the swirl recovery, the
adverse effect induced by the interaction is dominant, and the
aerodynamic advantage occurred by swirl recovery is considered
to hardly affect the performance of a wind turbine.

4. Conclusions

In order to analyze the aerodynamic characteristics of a CRWT,
three rotor configurations, 2-bladed single, 4-bladed single and
counter-rotating rotor, were compared by using numerical meth-
od. The method used here was based on vortex lattice method
and was validated with measurements of the NREL phase-VI rotor.
The calculated shaft torque was found to be in good agreement
with the experimental results.

The computations demonstrated that the wake axial induction
factors increase as the solidity increase. However, due to the inter-
action of the rotors, the wake axial induction factor of a CRWT was
shown to be little lower than that of a single rotor having equal
solidity. In addition, the wake angular induction factor of a CRWT
was shown to be nearly zero because the swirl velocity induced
by the front rotor is offset by the rear rotor rotating opposite direc-
tion. Through the comparisons of maximum power coefficients, the
efficiency of a CRWT was seen to be 30% more than a single rotor
having half solidity and was shown to be 5% less than a single rotor
having equal solidity. In addition, the aerodynamic advantage oc-
curred by swirl recovery of a CRWT was demonstrated to hardly af-
fect the performance of a wind turbine.

In this study, for a simple comparison, rotor configurations hav-
ing equal rotating speed, pitch angle, swept area and blade geom-
etry were compared. In order to improve a performance of a CRWT,
a study for the variations of the previously mentioned parameters
is necessary.
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